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The VHB-401 bus bar bending cutting punching machine from China has many advantages. Its four-
in-one bending function enables it to work in three different positions simultaneously, significantly
improving its efficiency. It's cutting, bending, and punching functions make it perfect for large-scale
workshops. This machine can be used in electrical appliances factories, switch cabinets, and power
distribution cabinets. It is easy to operate with the foot and wire switch.
 
 
It features a dual-layer platforms design scheme. It can perform all kinds of bending operations,
including horizontal, vertical, and embossing. It can also be used to flatten the busbar. The hydraulic
CNC-powered machine uses a closed-bending structure for higher precision and longer service life. It
is easy to operate and requires no maintenance. It is highly efficient in achieving flat curved busbars.
The three-unit busbar process equipment is multifunctional. It has three functions: cutting, bending
and forming. Each unit can perform the two functions simultaneously without affecting each other. It
can also be customized according to customers' needs. Its price is very competitive. Contact us today
if you want to buy a Busbar cutting, bending, and polishing machine. We'll help you find a suitable
machine for your business.
CNC Busbar bending machine is a versatile multifunctional machine that can perform different types
of bending and cutting. It is an excellent choice for a variety of applications. You can use it for vertical
or horizontal bending or even embossing and press cable threading. The hydraulic CNC busbar
bending machine can also flatten the busbar to ensure the best fit. Moreover, it uses a closed-
bending structure, which provides better uniform arcs and increases service life.
The hydraulic CNC busbar bending machine is ideal for flat-bending copper and aluminum busbars.
The three-unit machine has two-level platforms and a dual-platform design scheme. This allows it to
perform multiple tasks without disturbing each other. Its closed-bending structure makes bending
more uniform, ensuring a long-term service. Its hydraulic CNC machine has several advantages.
The hydraulic CNC busbar bending machine can perform all kinds of bending operations. It can also
do press cable threading. It has a closed-bending structure that prevents distortion and maximizes
the life of the busbar. Its versatility is another advantage. The machines can perform all types of
bending with a single tool, making them valuable. Its flexibility is one of its significant advantages.
The CNC busbar bending machine can perform all kinds of cutting and punching. In addition to
bending, it can also do flattening. Its hydraulic system has dual-layer platforms that reduce thermal
resistance. It also features a smooth operation and a longer service life. The advantages of this
busbar bending machine are: * It has a dual-layer bending platform. The CNC machine can do all
kinds of bending and flatten and re-position the busbar.
The CNC busbar bending machine is a multifunctional multi-purpose bending machine. It can perform
all types of punching and cutting, including vertical and horizontal bending. It also can cut, emboss,
and press cable thread. Its closed bending structure makes it more uniform and extends its service
life. It also makes it easier to clean and maintain. Its dual-layer platform design ensures that the CNC
busbar forms machine optimal service life.
The CNC busbar bending machine can perform all kinds of cutting, punching, and bending. It can do
all vertical and horizontal bending types and even flatten and re-size the busbar. Its closed rotary
frame has a dual-layer bending platform and a hydraulic pump. These features help the CNC busbar
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forming machine last a long time.
The CybTouch 8P is designed to operate conventional press brakes with a torsion bar. Its linear
guide rail and ball bearing lead screw offer greater precision and safety, and it is equipped with an
E21+ Shihlin converter for easy control. Several other advantages of the Chinese Busbar machine
include a) The closed structure enhances repeating precision during mass production. It can work
efficiently and quickly in all kinds of environments.
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